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scene 1  The Escape
scene 2  The Mother's Murder
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scene 5  Big Brother
scene 6  The Metro
scene 7  Two Sisters
scene 8  As I Lay Dying
scene 9  Delilah
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

from the director

To quote Charles Ludlam, "Theatre is the supreme art. It's life itself - you give people two hours of your life, onstage. Time is all we have, and sharing that with people is different from just creating an object. It gives people a sense of time, that life begins and life ends . . . You can't get it from sex, you can't get it from food, you can't get it from breathing. You can only get it from the theatre."

Thanks to everyone who shared their time and creativity with us, especially Derek Campbell, Tony Carruthers, Nancy Free, John Kube, Trui Malten, Nejem Raheem, Robert Randich, Richard Randich, Nathaniel Reichman, Carla Tarini and Felice Wolfzahn. We tried to thank everyone along the way; if we forgot, thank you all now.

from the stage manager

Jean for having faith in my abilities; Shannon for giving me the abilities and a lot of pep talks; Alan, for loaning me everything, listening to me scream, staying calm and for teaching me the difference between elevations and ground plans when taping my set; Tony for being so understanding; Pete for the ground plans and the paint; to a great cast for getting me through my first faculty show; Mike and Boris for being patient, supportive and seeing the show to the end; Canfield for letting me be loud (esp. Liz for Mondays and Thursdays!); Angel for the Cokes and friendship; Emily for loud music and private parties; and Scott, ceci pour toi toujours. Je t’adore!

-Courtney

from the production

Cosmo Catalano and Williams College Theater, Steve Zemianer and Mount Anthony Union High School, Nynex, Old Castle Theatre, Capital Repertory Theatre, and Lovan Ely for the T.V.
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